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Author Message

02/14/2012 01:36:38 PM     Subject: Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Mimi Will

Last edited: 02/15/2012
06:56:35 AM
Messages: 107
Location: Bay Area

(NOTE:  This same posting ALSO appears in COIN 58 EC Projects today, in case you are taking both classes -- you

only need to contribute to one class's thread!) 

Today's Feb 14 Google home page featured a little cartoon guy holding a (moving) red lacy valentine card that
has an 'arrow' through it:  it's a Doodle, Google's first animated narrative film and is one of the 'playful tweaks to
Google's logo that pay tribute to holidays, anniversaries, and other events' (from 'Search Engine' by Casey
Newton, SFChronicle, 2/14/12, pp, D1, D6).

Clicking on the triangle reveals a whimsical 1-min Val Day story about how he woos a jump-roping little girl --
check it out!

Willie Real and other Google illustrators created the idea and animation was done by Michael Lipman, a freelance
Mill Valley artist experienced in Flash animation.  They wanted 'something different, not static, just having fun
with the home pages and wanting to surprise/delight our users.'

Thought points springboard:

1.  So, what do you think?  Would this increase the number of times you would check with Google (if you are
using other search engines first)?  Is this a new marketing concept?

2.  The work is copyrighted, but how easy is it to steal and reuse?  Why/how would somebody do that?

3.  Would some kind of animation like this 'work' on your own EC Project or would it choke the viewer's
computer?

4.  Would this 'work' the same way on a smart phone pointed to Google?

5.  What's next, 3D?  sound?  aromas?  touching-screen fingertip vibrations?  Etc?

6. * Wildcard:  Anything else this factoid brings to your mind?

Post Reply

02/14/2012 02:33:27 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
David Lis

Messages: 15
This was a nice little animation for Valentine’s Day but I would not have watched it twice if I were not looking for
the copyright.  It does have Google.flv at the very beginning but not a copyright symbol.  

Steeling it is simple, I downloaded it on my computer to see how big of a file it was (3.6MB) but after today
everyone would know where it came from. 

I believe it would work nicely on our site if you were selling cards, candy, or even something like lingerie during
Valentine’s Day season.  I don’t think Google would be too happy if you did it without permission. 
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02/14/2012 05:19:47 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Michael Hanna

Messages: 48

1.  So, what do you think?  Would this increase the number of times you would check with Google (if you are
using other search engines first)?  Is this a new marketing concept?

No to both questions.  This doodle is actually pretty damned annoying,
and is considerably uglier than many of their past doodles (partly because
of the dreary gray "Google" in the background).  It is also a travesty of user
interface design.  The person is holding what one might initially fantasize
is a box of chocolates (though a very strange, misshapen box of chocolates).
While it is certainly not apparent that one is supposed to click on this thing,
the triangle is apparently supposed to mimic the 'Play' icon used on a VCR
or DVD player.  Talk about cognitive dissonance!  How is one supposed to
"play" a box of chocolates?  Even more annoying is that the person is swinging
the box around like one of those unfortunate people getting paid dirt wages
to stand in the hot sun and distract motorists (and cause accidents) by
swinging a sign advertising a store or housing development.  If you were
to do this with a real box of chocolates, you'd end up with a squashed
together mess.

Note that my comments above apply to the initial JavaScript animation,
not the actual Flash animation.  I didn't see the animation.  I use the
FlashBlock addon for Firefox, so when I clicked on the icon/squashed
box of chocolates/whatever the hell it is, I got the usual Flash symbol.
Clicking on THAT is supposed to play the Flash animation, but it instead
just led to a page of search results for 'Valentine's Day.'  This is pretty
bizarre, and I'm surprised that Google didn't make their doodle compatible
with such a common addon (since they know a lot of people who hate
Flash might click on it anyway).

I think they should have tried something different:  For example, add an
image of a heart to the "I'm Feeling Lucky" button, and play the animation
when the user clicks that.  After all, the "I'm Feeling Lucky" button is one
of the most spectacularly useless inventions in the history of user
interface design, so this might finally give it a chance to be put to
some use.  (On second thought, it would be more appropriate if that
button led to an online gambling site...)

 

02/14/2012 06:11:21 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?   
Martha Raup

Messages: 60
Location: San Francisco

Q - Would this 'work' the same way on a smart phone pointed to Google?

The answer is "No".  But, since it sounded like a clever new "thing", and it came "highly recommended", and
viewing it increases our social connectivity, and, well, for ALL kinds of reasons, I viewed it, and LOVED it!  It's the
music. But the animation is clever too - I like the theme - it's not the giving of THINGS but the sharing of self and
the love of similar activities/lifestyle/etc that makes Valentine's Day such a joyous holiday....

Martha

    

02/14/2012 10:42:47 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Ashley Eisele

Messages: 18

Had I not been at work when this was posted, I would not have thought much of it.

However, the stoic woman I work with- who has been complaining about how 'St. Valentine day' is stupid started
screaming and laughing and squealing this morning. I thought she had hurt herself, but it turns out she was just
watching this video...

Goes to show you- just because someone doesn't think they are in your target audience doesn't mean you can
convert them with the right little surprise.
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02/15/2012 02:25:50 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Michael Hanna

Messages: 48

Today's Feb 14 Google home page features a little cartoon guy holding a (moving) red lacy valentine card that
has an 'arrow' through it:

Unfortunately, the doodle is gone now, so I can't check it
again.  But I just noticed that your original statement said
that the card is _red_.  On my screen, it looked distinctly
brownish in color, which is one reason I was interpreting it
as chocolates.  And no, I'm not color blind (I've been tested
for that.)  So I guess the moral of the story is, don't assume
a user will interpret your drawing correctly based on its color,
as the color will look different on different monitors.  (And
usually graphic artists/photographers/publishers are the
only people likely to have properly calibrated monitors.)

 

02/15/2012 12:46:46 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Renu Virdi

Last edited: 02/15/2012
12:49:20 PM
Messages: 26
Location: Palo Alto, CA

Michael, here is a link to the google valentines doodle with a good commentary on it.

http://www.pcworld.com/article/249929/googles_valentines_day_doodle_is_all_heart_and_some_politics.html

All their doodle are available in their doodle library:

http://www.google.com/doodles/finder/2012/All%20doodles

 

They also have doddle by country. here is a link to the India doodles.

http://www.google.com/doodles/search?query=india+doodle

 

I liked the valentines doodle for it's message. Google has developed the doodle concept so well. I am
always delighted to see a new doodle. 

Renu

 

 

  

02/15/2012 05:48:29 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?   
Martha Raup

Messages: 60
Location: San Francisco

Thanks, Renu, for these links! I especially liked the one about Google's India doodles - it's nice to know they are
country-conscious! And i'm glad to know I DID get the message...and that, like Michael, I saw a dull brown, not a
Valentine's red.  Was that really Tony Bennett? I must be slipping, I missed that. Does anyone have a link to the
video with music? David, if you downloaded it, can you upload it? I think this is an example of how important it is
to constantly create new content. Without the doodles, Google is just a search engine. Even if they expand what
they index, and how they present it, a few surprises along the way, and even at expected intervals such as
holidays, is probably a good idea - AND - it's a good example of branding. This type of playfulness is probably all
the more important, as Google becomes the main monolithic Internet company...

Martha

    

02/15/2012 07:14:05 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Katherine Mount 1.  So, what do you think?  Would this increase the number of times you would check with Google (if you are

using other search engines first)?  Is this a new marketing concept?  I must admit... I'm a Google addict.  My
homepage is set up for Google because I like to see the new sketch creations for the different types of drawings
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Messages: 20
Location: Santa Clara, CA

posted on a daily basis.  When I first saw the Google homepage I didn't realize it was an animation.  The first
time I accessed internet on my computer, the Google homepage, for me, is like reading a daily horoscope or
cartoon strip. Since I'm already addicted to the daily sketch offered by Google, I don't think animation is going to
make me want to click on it more often than other search engines.  I prefer the simple context of Google search
and is why I use it daily for my activities. In my opinion, I'm not sure what to really think about the animation
because I did not notice a difference compared to a normal posted sketch.  I'm not sure if the animation is a new
marketing concept because bulk emails are distributed with animation advertisement and banners on random
web pages are also animated with flash software also.

Katherine Mount

   

02/15/2012 10:23:53 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Annette Caves

Messages: 10

2. The work is copyrighted, but how easy is it to steal and reuse? Why/how would somebody do that? I watched a
very interesting TED talk, ostensibly about the fashion industry. Fashions are not copy-writable. In this very
interesting presentation, the argument was made that that not only is creativity accelerated in this environment ,
but also that revenues in businesses that are not copy-writable are much higher. Other industries that are not
copy write protected are automobiles, chef's recipes, furniture design and many more. http://blog.ted.com
/2010/05/25/lessons_from_fa/ Interesting thoughts on the value or need for copy write

02/16/2012 09:39:45 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Katherine Mount

Messages: 20
Location: Santa Clara, CA

Annette

Thank you for the insight about copyrighted product... I never thought there were items that were not able to be
copyrighted.  Its interesting that chef recipes are not copyrighted because you think of all the recipes used by
different companies for there products.  I guess growing up the first marketing idea I remember as a copyright
secret are the 7 ingredients used for KFC original chicken recipe and how "secretive" the recipe was marketed. I
would think a company would be able to copyright there recipe in order to prevent others from using it and
marketing it as there own.

Annette Caves wrote:

2. The work is copyrighted, but how easy is it to steal and reuse? Why/how would somebody do that? I
watched a very interesting TED talk, ostensibly about the fashion industry. Fashions are not
copy-writable. In this very interesting presentation, the argument was made that that not only is
creativity accelerated in this environment , but also that revenues in businesses that are not
copy-writable are much higher. Other industries that are not copy write protected are automobiles, chef's
recipes, furniture design and many more. http://blog.ted.com/2010/05/25/lessons_from_fa/ Interesting
thoughts on the value or need for copy write  

Katherine Mount

  

02/17/2012 08:27:11 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Matthew Flynn

Messages: 20
Location: Sunnyvale , CA

 "What's next, 3D?  sound?  aromas?  touching-screen fingertip vibrations?  Etc?"

I've always enjoyed the doodles. Usually they are well done, informative and topical.
 As long as they don't become memory hogs, there is really no downside to having
them. As far as being a draw to Google, they probably don't have much of an affect.
The draw to Google is the search engine.

The multi sensory interaction  is kinda freaky. If you list the human
senses

1 seeing
2 hearing
3 touch
4 tasting
5 smelling
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People and computers interact with 1 and 2.  Touching occurs
with keyboards, mouses and touch screens. Tasting and smelling
are the last set of senses to integrate with technology and
in practice can be lumped together. If a computer
realistically  mimics taste and smell, it would ad the another dimension to the
interaction between people and technology.

It could help perfume and food advertizing.

 

02/18/2012 11:07:27 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Johan Ruiz

Last edited: 02/18/2012
11:08:38 PM
Messages: 17

1.  So, what do you think?  Would this increase the number of times you would check with Google (if you are
using other search engines first)?  Is this a new marketing concept?

From its inception Google has maintained a streamlined homepage with little other than the corporate logo, a
textbox, and a button. It has celebrated special events/holidays on its webpage by turning its logo into doodles
that have developed quite a following amongst a certain segment of its users. However, the majority of google
users don't spent much time on the homepage and generally access the search engine from their browser toolbar
plug-in, thereby bypassing the doodles altogether. Furthermore, those accessing the search engine from their
mobile devices don't experience the same doodle. Google has become a utility that many of us have come to
depend on and really don't pay attention to. However, Google has a die-hard fan base that appreciates its quirky
nature and look forward to its interesting doodles. With that said, this fan base presumably represents a small
minority of its millions of user and I doubt many use their search engine because of its doodles.

 

02/19/2012 03:33:42 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Tzivia Gettinger

Last edited: 02/19/2012
03:35:03 PM
Messages: 13

I think that having a cool animated google page will get more traffic. I think that it is fun to be surprised at what
google will have posted. Google always celebrates random birthdays and it's fun to see what they'll think of next.
I remember being happily surprised when I logged onto google and found a sweet doodle commemorating the
birthday of Charles Dickens and another time Mark Twain. So, yes! I do think that more people will visit google
because of their creative doodles. Additionally, I am very excited about the advent of smells and etc. I never
thought so out of the box but with technology, anything is possible! Wow!

 

02/19/2012 06:21:45 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Renu Virdi

Messages: 26
Location: Palo Alto, CA

5.  What's next, 3D?  sound?  aromas?  touching-screen fingertip vibrations?  Etc?

Aromas is not as far as we think. Smells wafting through the web or email are already being developed. Here is a
link to showing how internet odors will work:

http://www.howstuffworks.com/internet-odor1.htm

 

I also like the video below on "augumented reality". I can''t believe how fast things are being developed and
how these technologies are changing the way marketing is done:

http://science.discovery.com/videos/pop-sci-computers/
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Renu

 

 

 

02/23/2012 11:14:13 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Sylvia Sanchez
Rodriguez

Messages: 7
Location: palo alto

http://www.squidoo.com/what-is-a-google-doodle- squidoo Ads by google///////////
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2004/06/oodles-of-doodles.html The official Google Blog by Dennis
Hwang///////////// Facts -Doodle was burn in 1998 his parents are Sergey Brin and Lary////////. - Larry and
Sergey, attended to “ Burning Man festival” in 1998, decided to a sick figure on the home page logo just in case
the site crashed and people wonder why no one was answering the phone.////////////////// -Dennis Hwang a
Stanford student of computer science in 2000 was asked by Larry and Sergey to do Google Doodle. Dennis still
creating Google Doodle.///////////////////// Opinion -I think animation is always a great way to attract people,
several marketing campaigns use games and Apps(they give you a free app if you buy their product) to get more
recognition from the public. Google is already a massive and well establish company, but Doodle animation is a
plus. Some people actually like it.

Nitzeli Sanchez Rodriguez
Logur
Always.opportunities@gmail.com
650-669-1419

   

02/26/2012 03:35:12 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 6: Google-Doodles, Anyone?  
Mimi Will

Messages: 107
Location: Bay Area

MW:  What fun!   

Appreciate all the good info/comments here, Class -- your Discussion points here are updated and this thread is
now expired!

(if Anybody thinks of something else, you can add it here 'for free' [no points] to enrich our knowledge!)
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